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Preface

Seven years ago, I was working as a summer trainee at the national slot
machine company. I had spent my summers on fancy payout distribution
algorithms and could not picture myself as a Doctor of Science. I was
guided by chance to Tapio who offered me an opportunity to measure
people’s nose temperatures. No one could turn down such an offer! During
the following year, I learned about the freedom of creativity and unique
way of thinking that research work offers. Having experienced that, it is
no surprise how happy I was when Tapio offered me a PhD position on a
virtual audio project. I had no clue what challenges the next five years had
for me. Nevertheless, via countless number of trials, errors, and successes,
I was able to grow to the specialist in acoustics I always wanted to become.

As I sit here writing the last words of this thesis, I can tell the journey
has taught me three significant things. First, go after your passion. As
cliché as it sounds, passion1 is the only thing that gets you to go mind over
matter. Second, what feels insignificant today may be relevant tomorrow.
During my third year at Aalto, I was assigned to design assignments for a
new virtual acoustics course. I decided to implement image source method
due to its simple concept. Back then, the method felt more like a side quest
until it ended up in two of the publications in this book. Third; even when
working alone, great ideas are not created in a vacuum. I managed to
experience both ends of this; at its best, you have several great minds to
ask for an opinion; while in the worst case, all the people you have used to
go for advice have left. That is why it is so crucial to constantly keep on
contacting with new people.

After all this, all that is left is acknowledgements. As much as I prefer
passion over salary, I must admit that this thesis would not exist without
its funders, namely the Academy of Finland and Nokia Technologies. By
the same token and for many other reasons, I sincerely thank Tapio Lokki
for all the funding, support and guidance over years. It was you who really
made all of this possible.

1and, of course, deadlines
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for reaching completely new heights of invention. I also thank coauthors
Jukka Pätynen for introduction to research work and Raimundo Gonzalez
for intriguing journeys inside and outside office hours. I am also grateful
to all the colleagues and partners that helped me along the way: Benoit
Alary, Antti Eronen, Janani Fernandez, Leonardo Fierro, Georg Götz, Aki
Haapaniemi, Chris Hold, Ilkka Huhtakallio, Antti Kuusinen, Leo McCor-
mack, Julie Meyer, Juhani Paasonen, Lauros Pajunen, Archontis Politis,
Ville Pulkki, Lauri Savioja, Vesa Välimäki, Alec Wright, and the numerous
other people I have shared this journey with.

And last but not least, I want to thank my family and my wife Susanna
with all my heart. Without your unending support, I would not have gotten
this far.
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Otto Puomio
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1. Introduction

The sounds we hear in everyday life convey a lot of information about the
surrounding environment. Surely, most people only hear the content of the
sound signal, be it another person talking or an air conditioner humming
in the corner of the room. What most people do not notice are the cues of
the surrounding environment. These cues can describe, for instance, the
size and shape of the room and the surrounding materials. In other words,
most people can tell the difference between a small bathroom, a narrow
corridor, and an open field. Here, the auditory cues that contribute to the
perception of space are called environmental cues.

Environmental cues play a vital role in different virtual reality (VR) and
mixed reality1 (MR) [1] applications. VR applications utilize specialized
video headsets to visually submerge the user to the virtual world. In that
task, environmental cues can enhance the immersion even further [2, 3].
The cues are probably even more important in MR that – as its name
states – aims at mixing virtual content with the real world. There, the
applied spatial cues must match the cues of the surrounding environment
to make virtual sound sources blend in with the real ones. For these rea-
sons, proper auditory immersion requires recognizing the most important
environmental cues and reproducing them with sufficient quality.

All the applications do not need to reproduce the environmental cues
with similar accuracy. VR applications only need to create cues that fit the
virtual environment plausibly, while MR applications need to replicate the
surrounding environment authentically. The difference is in the reference;
the listener does not know how the VR environment should sound like,
while in the MR case, the sound is always compared to the surrounding
real auditory environment. In the VR case, the sound only needs to be
plausible, i.e., good enough to make the listener believe what they hear.
In contrast, the MR case strives for authenticity, meaning that the sound
should aim at being as realistic as possible.

Environmental cues can be measured with a microphone array and

1In this context, mixed reality refers to applications that extend the real world
with geolocated virtual objects.
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reproduced with linear or parametric audio reproduction methods (sec-
tion 2.2) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Linear and parametric methods are able to store
spatial information in addition to the conventional pressure signal found
in traditional audio recordings. The main difference between the methods
lies in the level of detail. Where linear methods resolve spatial relations
from the microphone signals with linear algebra, parametric methods also
extract other spatial features such as sound direction and diffuseness.
Although both method groups can reproduce spatial sound with pleas-
ing quality, the listener has been restricted to the selected measurement
position.

This thesis investigates ways to extract and utilize environmental cues
from parametric audio measurements. It gathers topics from optimal vir-
tual loudspeaker placement (Publication I), room geometry reconstruction
(Publication II and Publication III), wall material acquisition (Publication
IV), and plausible spatial sound rendering (Publication V). Each topic ap-
proaches the environmental cues in a different way, aiming at answering
two questions: "what cues can be extracted from parametric audio mea-
surement"; and "how these cues can be used for spatial audio rendering?"

1.1 Thesis Structure

The thesis structure has been outlined in Figure 1.1. The thesis consists
of five chapters, three being dedicated to background (light orange boxes)
and two to contributions (blue boxes) and future work. Additionally, each
contribution is connected to the relevant topics (orange boxes) by arrows.

The chapter contents are as follows. The second chapter concerns spa-
tial room impulse response analysis. It discusses what sound is and how
it is measured and analyzed for both direction and other features. The
third chapter moves to acoustic scene reconstruction. It contains a short
introduction to room acoustic modeling, followed by introductions to acous-
tic geometry calibration, room geometry reconstruction (especially image
source reversion), and acoustic material estimation. As an alternative,
the chapter also introduces a concept of plausible reconstruction, which
aims at reproducing the scene without resolving its geometry. The fourth
chapter focuses on auralizing the above. It introduces different output
setups and presents two alternative rendering pipelines. The first setup
allows the listener to only rotate their head, while the other also allows
them to move within the reconstructed scene. Finally, the fifth chapter
summarizes the contributions of the included publications and the sixth
chapter outlines the future directions the research could take.
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Figure 1.1. Thesis structure. Light orange boxes in the middle depict the three back-
ground chapters. The chapters contain certain topics concerning the full
acoustic environment reconstruction and auralization pipeline (orange boxes).
Finally, the contributions of this thesis are visualized as blue boxes, each
connected to the relevant topics to that article.
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2. Spatial Room Impulse Response
Analysis

As said in the introduction, a listener perceives the acoustic environment
via environmental cues. Replicating these cues accurately results in a
plausible or even an authentic reproduction of the environment. Whatever
the desired end result, the acoustic environment needs to be measured for
a proper reproduction, which makes spatial room impulse response (SRIR)
analysis important for any application wishing to reconstruct an existing
space.

SRIR analysis and reproduction is closely related to auralization. Kleiner,
Delenbäck, and Svensson [9] have defined auralization as follows:

Auralization is the process of rendering audible, by physical or mathematical
modeling, the soundfield of a source in a space, in such a way as to simulate the
binaural listening experience at a given position in the modeled space. [9, p. 1]

Strictly speaking, the authors limit the term to concern applications using
either scale or mathematical models, not existing spaces. Nevertheless,
the similarities are also the most apparent. Both SRIR reproduction and
auralization aim at creating an auditory illusion of being in the measured
(or, as above, modeled) space via acoustical measurements or mathematical
computation. SRIR analysis is only performed for already existing spaces
and the required measurements are performed on-site, therefore one can
think the approach as 1:1 scale auralization.

SRIR analysis and reproduction recreates the acoustic environment
based on a single SRIR measurement. Each measurement samples the
actual physical phenomenon in the target space, capturing the environmen-
tal cues between one source and one receiver position. This is why SRIR
analysis also plays a central role in acoustic environment reconstruction
(Chapter 3). Instead of replicating the space for a single source-receiver
combination, acoustic environment reconstruction aims at resolving the
whole scene geometry from the environmental cues. The reconstruction can
be based on one or more measurements, and each measurement requires
SRIR analysis to extract the required cues from the signals.
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This chapter consists of two parts discussing the physical side of this
thesis. The first part introduces an acoustic path concept, which presents
the physical phenomenon from the sound source to the listener measured
with a microphone array. The second part then contains how these mea-
surements are analyzed for enhanced audio reproduction. The chapter
aims at building a solid background for the rest of the thesis so that the
concepts presented later are easy to grasp.

2.1 Acoustic Path

Sound traveling in an acoustic environment is a fairly simple concept. First,
we have a sound source that emanates sound to the environment. The
sound then travels through the environment, interacting with different
objects in many ways along its path. Finally, the sound arrives at the
listener who perceives the transmitted sound. As the speed of sound
in air is relatively slow, the listener can usually perceive the acoustic
environment as reflections, namely delayed versions of the original sound.
For this reason, the way the sound is modified also depends on how the
sound source and the listener are located in the environment. Here, this
position-dependent sound path from the sound source to the listener is
called an acoustic path, which can be presented as a SRIR.

This section is dedicated to describing the acoustic path, how it is pre-
sented and what factors affect it. As the phenomenon is more complex than
the simplified description above portrays, the section focuses on creating a
solid basis for other topics in this thesis. The section contains brief intro-
ductions to the physics of sound, room impulse responses, SRIRs, binaural
cues, and other factors affecting the acoustic path measurements.

2.1.1 The Physics of Sound

In its simplest form, sound is local pressure changes in a medium. These
changes can be presented as a collection of sine waves with a certain
amplitude and wavelength. Due to its nature, sound interacts with its
surrounding environment as any other wave would do; it gets reflected,
absorbed, refracted, and diffracted when interacting with the surround-
ings. Additionally, the interactions within the transmitting medium slowly
dissipate the sound waves into heat.

Wavelength affects how the sound can interact with the surrounding
environment. The objects within the environment must be significantly
sized w.r.t. the wavelength for proper interaction. Long wavelength (i.e. low
frequency) sound only interacts with large environmental features such as
walls. Analogously, short wavelengths (i.e. high frequencies) also interact
with smaller features like furniture. One of the most notable differences
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in behavior is how the sound reacts to gaps (e.g., doorways) and concave
corners. Long-wavelength sound diffracts from these features with little to
no attenuation, while short-wavelength sound strongly attenuates in such
cases. These apparent differences in behavior allows considering the sound
via its wave or ray-like nature, which is discussed later in section 3.1.

Ray-like behavior of sound allows using a reflection model like the ones
used in computer graphics. This model divides a reflection into absorbed
sound and diffuse and specular reflections. Absorbed sound energy is
consumed by the reflecting structure and does not return to the room.
Diffuse reflections are considered as reflections caused by the roughness of
the surface, effectively spreading sound energy in all directions. Finally,
specular reflections correspond to "polished" surface reflections in the
visual world. Basically, the outgoing sound leaves the reflecting surface in
similar angle that the incoming sound has met the surface. Additionally,
the sound can be transmitted through or within the material, but the
behavior is not a topic of this thesis.

While the sound traverses along the acoustic path, different environ-
mental properties apply their handprint on the transmitted sound signal.
For example, sound source emits a signal that reflects from a wall along
its way to the listener. The incoming reflection arrives at the listener
later and from different angle than the direct sound. This change in time-
of-arrival (ToA) and direction-of-arrival (DoA) describe where and how
far the wall has been. The wall also affects the frequency content of the
reflection as the wall material and structure reacts to different frequencies
differently. The sound is not only reflected by the wall, but also absorbed
and scattered to the environment. These three cues (ToA, DoA, frequency
dependent coloration) convey information about the environment, hence
called environmental cues.

2.1.2 Room Impulse Response

Sound behavior in a certain room can be sampled by measuring its im-
pulse response (IR). The IR captures the air pressure at a position where
the measurement microphone is located. In theory, the pressure signal
captures all the interactions of the previous section in that single point yet
separating the phenomena would be a research topic in itself.

In engineering, IRs are utilized to analyze different time-dynamic sys-
tems. Generally, an IR describes how the system output reacts to an
impulse-like input. In case of room acoustics, all systems are usually
considered causal, linear, stable and time-invariant

causal there is no output before the input; i.e., the listener cannot
hear the sound before the sound source has emanated it.

linear the output amplitude is constant w.r.t. the input amplitude;
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formally, h(t)f(t) + h(t)g(t) = h(t)(f(t) + g(t)), where h(t) is
the IR and f(t), g(t) are two input signals.

stable energy in the system does not grow; the room in itself cannot
form an audio feedback.

time-invariant the time the signal enters the system does not affect the IR;
in other words, the system has no memory.

In addition to the ones above, room acoustics add their own common
properties, hence their IRs are called room impulse responses (RIR).

RIRs consist of three parts: direct sound, early reflections, and late
reverberation. Direct sound is the sound arriving via the shortest path
from the sound source to the listener. This is also why it is always found as
the first sound event in the RIR. Early reflections are distinct peaks formed
by specular reflections from large surfaces. Though different studies give
different limits, early reflections are seen to arrive up to 50 – 200 ms after
the direct sound depending on the room [10]. As time elapses, there are
more and more reflections arriving at the listener simultaneously. Finally,
this so-called reflection density reaches a point where single reflections
cannot be distinguished anymore. After this point, the rest of the RIR is
considered as late reverberation.

The three RIR parts and their relations affect how the listener perceives
the acoustic environment. Direct sound conveys hardly any information
about the environment but can describe sound direction and how large
the sound source is [11]. Early reflections can affect the perceived sound
direction, but they also affect sound coloration, perceived sound width and
feel of space among others [12]. Late reverberation affects the perceived
room size [13] and the audibility of early reflections [14].

RIR describes a single acoustic path within an acoustic environment. The
acoustic path is captured between a sound source and an omnidirectional
microphone. The used sound source is most traditionally a loudspeaker,
but another kind of source such as a laser spark [15] can be utilized as
well. The microphone in turn is omnidirectional because it must capture
incoming sound waves from all directions.

2.1.3 Spatial Room Impulse Response

Although RIR describes both ToAs and spectral properties of incoming
sound events, it cannot store any direct information about the DoAs of the
measured sound. This is because the pressure signal is only measured for a
single point in space. As the measurement microphone treats all directions
equally, it is impossible to tell where the measured sound wave(s) has come
from. For this, one needs to measure sound pressure from several positions
and compare the signals with each other to distinguish the DoA of sound.
When a RIR also conveys the sound DoA, it is generally called a SRIR.
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SRIRs are commonly measured with microphone arrays. These arrays
consist of four or more microphones. Depending on the application, the
microphones can be omnidirectional or cardioid and on a fixed open frame,
or on a closed sphere. In short, the choice of an array depends on the
analysis methods used, for instance on the spatial audio format.

There are two well-known formats to store spatial audio signals: A-
format and Ambisonics. A-format audio stores each microphone pressure
signal as-is, thus being closer to the traditional RIR measurement from
the two formats. Also known as B-format, Ambisonics signal stores the
surrounding sound field as one mono audio signal and a collection of dif-
ference signals in x, y, and z directions. This presentation is analogous to
first-order spherical harmonics. It is also possible to present the signal in
higher-order spherical harmonics. This increases the spatial resolution
of the signal, although the decomposition requires more than four micro-
phones in the array. The last format is called higher-order Ambisonics
(HOA); the B-format name is not used for these signals.

2.1.4 Binaural Cues

As described before, the acoustic path modifies the sound arriving at the
listener. The different interactions often cause the sound to approach the
listener from different directions, which ultimately create the sensation of
the surrounding environment. This sensation is produced by the listener’s
ability to decipher the surrounding soundscape from the sound entering
their ears, which is also known as binaural hearing [16]. While binaural
hearing involves complex processing in the brain (and thus is not directly
reproducible), one can create an illusion of spatial sound by utilizing
binaural cues.

There are four different binaural cues that create a sense of direction
to the sound. The first two cues are closely related to the listener’s head.
Depending on the head orientation, the incoming sound wave enters the
ear canals at different times, which is known as interaural time difference
(ITD). The head can also overshadow one of the ears w.r.t. the sound
DoA, effectively attenuating the sound. This phenomenon in turn is called
interaural level difference (ILD). Due to the wave nature of sound, ITD and
ILD cues are also frequency dependent; ITD cues are dominant in the low
frequencies, while ILD cues affect the high frequencies the most. The third
cue is the spectral modification caused by the human body. These cues form
when the incoming sound reflects from shoulders and pinnae of the listener,
causing DoA-dependent comb filtering on the signal. While ITD and ILD
cues above are only able to resolve directions in the azimuth plane, the
spectral cues also help to resolve the elevation of incoming sound. The final
direction cue comes from the listener’s movements. For example, when
the listener rotates their head, the other three cues change according to
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that movement. By combining the movements with dynamically changing
cues, the listener can also recognize whether the sound comes from front
or behind.

Binaural cues of the acoustic environment can be measured in-situ.
In-situ measurements record the acoustic path by using either sound
recording earplugs or a dummy head. The former approach uses the
listener’s body to generate spatial cues, while the latter does the same
by replicating the head, torso, and pinnae of the listener. In both cases,
the sound is recorded from the ear canals. Even though the directional
cues are captured accurately, the captured spatial signal is also static and
contains the spatial cues of the body. Furthermore, the RIRs measured
at the ear canal are not strictly speaking SRIRs. Instead, they are called
binaural room impulse responses (BRIR).

Binaural cues can also be mixed to the SRIR afterwards by applying
head-related transfer functions (HRTF). HRTFs describe how a sound
wave is altered by the listener’s body before entering the listener’s ears.
The HRTFs are usually presented as a grid of DoAs and they can, e.g., be
measured as head-related impulse responses (HRIR) from the listener’s
ears [17] or simulated from a 3D-scanned model [18]. The HRTF approach
is extensively applied by the rendering methods presented in chapter 4,
while the BRIR approach is not utilized in the publications.

2.1.5 Other Factors

The above sections have formed a solid basis on what an acoustic path is
and how it is measured. Nevertheless, there are also other factors affecting
the measurements. The most significant factor is the measurement loud-
speaker properties, which are discussed here. Obviously, there are also
other factors such as air properties that may affect the measured SRIR,
but their effect is considered small.

There are three factors to consider when measuring an acoustic environ-
ment with a loudspeaker. The first two factors are the frequency response
and group delay of the loudspeaker. Frequency response both colors the
emanated sound and sets the upper and lower limit to the frequency range
one can measure. The group delay in turn spreads different frequencies in
time, effectively prolonging the IR of the loudspeaker. Both factors can be
treated to a degree with a state-of-the-art digital signal processing (DSP),
but this trades off with an extra delay in the measurement system.

The third factor is the directivity of the measurement loudspeaker. The
loudspeaker never emanates sound in all directions equally, but usually di-
rects the sound where the loudspeaker elements are pointing at. The sound
is not emanated as well in other directions (e.g., to the side), which in turn
weighs different sound travel paths differently [19]. The directivity effect
can be reduced by measuring the acoustic path in multiple loudspeaker
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orientations [20] or by using a more point-like sound source [15].

2.2 Analyzing Spatial Room Impulse Responses

The easiest way to store a SRIR is to store it in a receiver-independent form.
In this form, it does not matter what kind of a microphone array has been
used or how the individual microphones are positioned w.r.t. each other.
When presented in stand-alone format, adapting the SRIR to different
output setups is also easier (see chapter 4).

The SRIR presentations are divided into linear and parametric methods.
Linear methods include both Ambisonics and HOA; after recording, both
of them can be mixed to an output setup by linear operators [21, p. 61].
Parametric methods take the presentation a step further. These methods
aim at analyzing different sound properties from the measured RIRs, ef-
fectively improving the output sound quality. Parametric methods usually
focus on the direction and diffuseness of RIR sound events, although it
does not mean the SRIR could not be analyzed in other ways as well.

As different methods analyze the RIRs differently, their output repro-
duction pipelines also differ from each other. For this reason, authors
describing different methods often describe them as a combination of
analysis and rendering. However, this thesis takes a different approach,
presenting the two parts separately from each other. Even though output
rendering differs from method to method, all the methods combine similar
building blocks that are interchangeable with blocks from other methods.
Most of the differences are found in the analysis part, so focusing on that
also helps describing the differences. While this thesis does not provide
such detail on the output rendering, it is discussed in chapter 4.

This section focuses on parametric methods and other analysis methods
that extract environmental cues from the SRIR. The section especially
focuses on spatial decomposition method (SDM) that was selected as go-to
parametric method for the publications. The main reason for selecting the
method lies in its simplicity, which allows inventing simpler algorithms for
SRIR analysis. The section also introduces other parametric methods for
comparison.

2.2.1 Spatial Decomposition Method

SDM is a parametric method introduced by Tervo et al. [7] in 2013. Since
then, the method has been used in multiple room acoustics studies, in-
cluding evaluation of concert halls [22], performance venues [23], movie
theaters [24, 25], small rooms [26], and car cabins [27].

As the SDM is in a central role in the contributions, it is essential
to know the method accurately. The SDM flowchart is depicted in Fig-
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Figure 2.1. A spatial decomposition method analysis flowchart.

ure 2.1, which is discussed in the following paragraphs. In short, the
method cross-correlates RIRs to resolve time differences of arrival (TDoA)
between microphone pairs. Assuming known microphone positions, the
found TDoAs also determine the DoA of an incoming sound event.

Method Description
The SDM assumes two things about the surrounding sound field. First, the
sound source is expected to be in the far-field. This allows the sound to be
modeled as plane waves traversing through the array. Second, the method
expects that there is only one prominent plane wave within the array
at any given time. Obviously, this is not the case in the late part of the
response, but the assumption holds reasonably well for early reflections. In
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addition to these two, the microphone noise is expected to be uncorrelated.
The analysis takes four or more RIRs from a rigid open microphone array

as an input. Then for each sample, the algorithm extracts a short time
window from each RIR around the sample under analysis. By default, this
time window length K in samples is selected as [28]

K =

⌈︃
2Dmax

fs
c
+ 8

⌉︃
(2.1)

where Dmax is the maximum Euclidean distance within the microphone ar-
ray, fs is the sample rate and c is the speed of sound in air. Additionally, the
window length is set eight samples larger than the largest half-wavelength
fitting in the array dimensions. The extracted signal is also weighted with
a Hann-window to avoid sudden jumps in the estimate.

Next, the extracted signals are cross-correlated between each microphone
pairing in the array. For efficiency, the SDM toolbox calculates this via
cross power spectrum as follows:

1. calculate FFT of the extracted signals xi: Xi = FFT (xi)

2. calculate cross power spectrum Pij = XiX
∗
j , where ∗ is a complex conju-

gate operator

3. get cross-correlation pij by performing IFFT on Pij and shifting the first
sample to the middle of the obtained response

The obtained cross-correlation vectors are then searched for the maximum
value indices. The found indices nij are further interpolated to obtain the
delay estimates n̂ij with split-delay accuracy [28]:

n̂ij = nij −N/2 +
ln(pij(nij + 1))− ln(pij(nij − 1))

4ln(pij(nij))− 2(ln(pij(nij − 1)) + ln(pij(nij + 1))
(2.2)

where ln is the natural logarithm.
Finally, the delay estimates are applied in DoA estimation. The obtained

estimates are transformed to distances by multiplying with fs and then
using the obtained values d̂ij to find a least-squares solution for the DoA:

r = normalized(−pinv(vmic)d̂) (2.3)

where pinv(vmic) is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix contain-
ing the vector differences of the microphone pairs. When the above process
is repeated for each sample in the RIR, one obtains a DoA vector containing
directional estimates for each RIR sample. As a last step, one of the RIRs
is selected as a reference signal, resulting in a pressure-DoA vector pair
describing the SRIR. From now on, this vector pair is called SDM data.
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Analysis Window Length
SDM analysis window length and shape were found to affect the accuracy
of the method. The default window length is relatively short, and the
Hann-weighting causes the DoA estimate to smoothly transition between
the reflections. However, during the writing of Publication II, the direction
estimate occasionally appeared to pass a prominent reflection without
stopping properly. In the worst case, these effects may worsen the reflection
splitting problem discussed in section 4.1.4. Studying this behavior led to
investigating effects of window shape and length on the direction estimate.

The window shape was found to smooth the DoA estimate vector. The
analysis window basically crossfades reflections over time, emphasizing
reflections in the middle of the window. As the window moves, the reflection
in the middle starts to fade out and finally gets muted at the edge of the
window. Meanwhile, reflections later in time are faded in, causing the
cross-correlation estimates to switch peak locations one-by-one. When this
behavior is further combined with the least-squares solution for DoA, the
resulting vector starts to translate smoothly between different direction
estimates. In turn, the DoA estimate was found to jump between different
reflections when a rectangular window was used.

The length of the analysis window is a trade-off between separability
and stable estimates. A long analysis window more probably contains
multiple reflections, which affects the found DoA. On the other side of the
coin, longer window makes reflections fade less abruptly, making the most
prominent reflections to hold onto the maximum cross-correlation peaks for
longer. In Publication II, the mentioned findings lead to selecting a longer
analysis window, effectively stabilizing the prominent early reflections
better than the default window length. Nevertheless, the choice of window
should be studied more formally to draw solid conclusions.

Spatial Decomposition Method Based Spatial Room Impulse Response
Features
The presented publications calculate different features from the SDM data.
Features are signal properties that are higher level than plain pressure
and DoA vectors are. This section presents three most important properties
present in the publications, which are peak prominence, DoA stability and
sound field directivity.

Peak prominence (a.k.a. topographic prominence [29]) describes how
a certain impulse response peak stands out from other close-by peaks.
This feature is used to detect early reflections in the pressure signal and
calculated from a sound level vector with 1.5 ms Gaussian smoothing.

DoA stability describes the reliability of the direction estimate. Promi-
nent reflections such as early reflections tend to dominate the DoA estimate
for a longer period of time, effectively stopping the estimate in one direc-
tion. By detecting these change rates, one can simultaneously detect the
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prominence of the reflection and reliability of the DoA estimate. The publi-
cations have presented two ways to calculate the stability. The first way
is to measure the distance between subsequent DoA estimates, where a
smaller distance to the previous estimate describes a more stable DoA. The
other way is to count the number of subsequent DoA samples that stay
within a certain distance from the DoA estimate under inspection. The
more samples stay close to the inspected DoA, the more stable the DoA is.

Finally, the SDM data can be analyzed via sound field directivity. Sound
field directivity presents how the SRIR sound energy distributes to the
surrounding space, which can be used to optimize virtual loudspeaker
positions in reproduction (see Publication I) and to visualize the complete
sound field instead of single DoA estimates. To calculate the sound field
directivity, the SRIR energy is distributed to bins that are uniformly placed
on a unit sphere. Each sample contributes to the bins close to its DoA
estimate.

2.2.2 Other Parametric Spatial Room Impulse Response Formats

Besides the SDM presented above, there are several other parametric
methods that process SRIRs. A common characteristic for these methods
is that they aim at perceptual correctness instead of accurate sound field
synthesis. The SDM is one of the least complex methods in this league,
whereas other methods either aim at better perceptual accuracy, improved
late part rendering or more compact representation of the SRIR. While
the parametric SRIR methods are quite similar, the methods are mostly
separated from each other by different processing components.

Table 2.1 lists the parametric methods discussed here and shows the
major similarities and differences between the methods. Where A-format
SDM estimates DoAs from TDoAs, B-format based methods utilize inten-
sity vectors derived from spherical harmonic components. As this derived
intensity is only an approximation of the actual intensity of a point, these
vectors are also known as active intensity [5] or pseudointensity vectors [8].
However, intensity vector is not discussed in detail here as the publications
do not use any other method than SDM.

B-format version of the SDM was published in the SDM Toolbox for
MATLAB [28]. The method is the closest representative to the original
A-format SDM as it only estimates the DoA from a broadband intensity
vector. Due to its simplicity, the method became popular even though it was
not formally evaluated until recently [30, 31, 4]. The evaluation showed
serious reflection splitting (section 4.1.4), indicating that the original idea
of the SDM is not directly transferrable to the spherical harmonics domain.
Nevertheless, the method had already started its own life, which, after
improvements, lead Zaunschirm, Frank, and Zotter to publish Ambisonic
SDM (ASDM) [8]. ASDM has two main differences to B-format SDM. First,
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Table 2.1. Spatial room impulse response formats and their properties. The tabulated
properties are the input signal format, does the method commonly apply fre-
quency band analysis, is there a separate diffuse reverberation stream.

Input Frequency Diffuse
Method

format bands stream
Other

SDM A no no

SDM B-format B no no

ASDM B no yes intensity vector
smoothing

SIRR B yes yes

HO-SIRR HOA yes yes sector-based
analysis

RSAO A yes no SRIR divided
to direct, early,
and late part
parameters

its broadband analysis is limited to 200 – 3000 Hz frequency interval; and
second, the output intensity vector is smoothed with a 17-sample averaging
filter. The other differences relate to the output equalization, which is
discussed later in section 4.1.4.

A more complex approach is taken in spatial impulse response rendering
(SIRR) [5, 32] for SRIR analysis. SIRR not only analyzes the DoA of the
incoming sound events but also the diffuseness of sound. The division is
based on the energy ratio of the intensity vector and the omnidirectional
channel. If the sound field is diffuse, the intensity vector is short compared
to the omnidirectional part, whereas a highly directional sound field is
shown as an intensity vector that nearly equals the omnidirectional compo-
nent. In addition to the diffuseness component, SIRR analyzes the RIRs in
frequency bands by using short-time Fourier transform (STFT). This way,
the method is also able to analyze frequency-dependent environmental
cues such as diffraction in the low frequencies.

Higher-order SIRR (HO-SIRR) [4] reformulates the SIRR to accept HOA
input. Adding the higher-order spherical components also allow sound field
analysis in sectors. In other words, the method applies beamformers on
the HOA input and runs SIRR analysis on each obtained sector separately.
The result can therefore describe both multiple simultaneous sound waves
(in case they enter different sectors) and anisotropic diffuse fields (e.g. late
reverberation of a corridor).

Where all the above methods have analyzed the SRIR in sample-level,
reverberant spatial audio object (RSAO) [6] method aims at fully abstract-
ing the response. Working in A-format, RSAO divides the SRIRs to direct
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sound, early reflections, and late reverberation, resolving parameters for
each part. Instead of blindly scanning through the RIR, the method ex-
plicitly finds direct sound and early reflections with a modified dynamic
programming projected phase-slope algorithm (DYPSA) [33]. The found re-
flections are then analyzed for DoAs and material filters by delay-and-sum
beamforming (DSB) [34] and linear predictive coding (LPC) [35]. In turn,
late reverberation is analyzed in nine subbands for reverberation time
and averaged over all microphones. Additionally, late part starting time
is determined from how the DYPSA has segmented the RIR. In the end,
the whole SRIR is represented in a small number of coefficients, making
RSAO very efficient in transmitting room reverberation properties.
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3. Acoustic Scene Reconstruction

The previous chapter presented SRIRs that can present an acoustic path
from one source position to one receiver position. However, this is also
as far as it goes; when either the source or the receiver moves, the SRIR
changes as well. This is because the relative distances to the surrounding
surfaces change, which also changes the ToAs of the incoming reflections.
The methods of the previous chapter only allow listening to the room via
this fixed path, and the listener can rotate his head freely (pitch, roll, yaw)
where the receiever was located. In short, this rendering style is called
three degrees of freedom (3DoF) rendering.

Nevertheless, the SRIR still does contain information about the acoustic
environment. By analyzing one or more measured SRIRs, it is also possible
to move the sources and listeners in the environment. For this, the acoustic
environment needs to be reconstructed to a reasonable level of detail. Here,
the obtained model is called an acoustic scene, and it allows calculating
the distances to different surfaces and approximating the changing delays
for altering positions. When the listener can move (x, y, z) in addition to
turn his head within the scene, the rendering style is called six degrees of
freedom (6DoF) rendering.

This chapter concerns methods related to acoustic scene reconstruction
from measured SRIR measurements. The first section discusses acoustic
modeling techniques, which are the basis of all reconstruction methods.
The second section contains methods for measurement geometry calibra-
tion and room geometry acquisition. The third section is about finding
materials for the acquired surfaces. Finally, the fourth section introduces
methods alternative to acoustic scene reconstruction.

3.1 Modeling the Physics of Sound

Section 2.1.1 described the wave-like nature of sound, which can be mod-
eled by solving the wave equation with appropriate boundary conditions.
However, this approach is only efficient in a limited number of cases
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(e.g., rectangular rooms) that can be solved analytically. To this date, a
great number of methods have been invented to solve more complex acous-
tic scenes efficiently. Each method has its own strengths and weaknesses
depending on the made assumptions. These so-called acoustic modeling
methods are also the basis to the acoustic scene reconstruction, there-
fore discussed here. The introduction to the methods should not be seen
all-encompassing due to the vastness of the field. Instead, the reader is
instructed to consult e.g., [36, 37, 38, 39, 40] for a more detailed review.

In general, the acoustic modeling methods can be divided into three
categories: wave-based methods, geometrical acoustics, and statistical
methods. These three categories are discussed next in their respective
sections. A special focus has been given to geometrical acoustics that are
the most useful of the three for acoustic scene reconstruction.

3.1.1 Wave-based Methods

Wave-based methods include the algorithms that solve the wave equation
numerically. All methods in this category assume to know the room ge-
ometry and acoustic properties of the walls. The differences between the
methods lie in the ways the acoustic space and the time-frequency relations
are processed. Some methods divide the reflecting surfaces into discrete
elements, while other methods discretize the volume within the space.
Similarly, the time-frequency relation can be divided either into discrete
time or frequency steps. However the time, frequency, and space are di-
vided, the wave-based methods are known for a trade-off between accurate
wave-based solution, applicable frequency range, memory requirements,
and computational cost.

Using wave-based methods in acoustic scene reconstruction is more
challenging than using geometrical acoustics. For this reason, the topic is
not considered further in this thesis. The main principles on wave-based
methods can be found in greater detail in [41].

3.1.2 Geometrical acoustics

In contrast to wave-based methods, geometrical acoustics solely utilize the
ray-like behavior of sound [36]. The sound is expected to behave in the
acoustic scene like a ray of light in the same geometry. This way, sound
propagation is lighter to calculate than with wave-based methods. On
the other hand, wave-like behavior of sound is ignored completely, which
basically limits the accuracy of the methods to high frequencies.

There are two main approaches to geometrical acoustics: ray tracing [42]
and image source methods [43, 44]. In ray tracing, the acoustic path
is resolved by sending rays from the source and/or the listener to the
surrounding scene. The algorithm then resolve both scattered and specular
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sound from the generated ray paths. Generally, ray tracing methods do
not usually preprocess the scene geometry before sending the rays to the
scene.

In contrast to ray tracing, image source method utilizes the scene geome-
try to resolve the specular sound paths within the scene. The paths are
evaluated in two steps. In the first step, the method reflects the sound
source with respect to each wall within a scene, generating a set of so-called
image sources. An image source can be thought as a mirror image, where
the mirror is the wall reflecting the source. The second step then evaluates
which reflections the listener can see from the surrounding walls. To do
this, the listener sends a ray towards each image source and checks if it
hits the corresponding reflector. If this is the case, the second ray is then
sent towards the sound source from the point where the first ray has hit
the wall. In case this path is also unobscured, the reflection is visible to
the listener.

There are also extensions and optimizations to the image source proce-
dure explained above. First, the method easily extends to higher-order
specular reflections by mirroring the obtained image sources again. In
theory, this could be continued to arbitrarily high reflection numbers. How-
ever, the memory requirement also grows exponentially as each source
being reflected creates as many image sources as there are walls in the
scene geometry. To reduce the required memory, one can create images for
both the source and the listener [45]. The memory can also be saved by
reducing the number of image sources being generated, e.g., by culling the
number of reflecting walls with beams [46].

3.1.3 Statistical Methods

As its name implies, statistical methods rely on the statistical nature of
the acoustic field. When the reflection density increases, the incoming
sound events start to blend to each other and behave similar to Gaussian
statistics. Then instead of simulating the events separately, one can model
this general behavior to achieve perceptually correct results.

One common way to implement statistical reverberation is by feedback
delay networks (FDN) [47]. FDN deploys a set of feedback delay lines to
create an exponentially decaying reverberation. This approach is light
to compute, yet it has produced a monophonic output. Additionally, fit-
ting the model to an existing room have required hand tuning. Current
research approaches have suggested automatic parameter fitting [48] and
anisotropic diffuse fields [49].

Another approach to statistical reverb is noise shaping. The basic idea
of noise shaping is to filter a noise source with a coloration filter fitted to
the measurement data. In practice, this could be implemented by utilizing
e.g., LPC filters in frequency bands [6]. The resulting output filter can
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then be used like any other convolution filter, only that the actual room
has not been simulated in the process.

3.2 Reconstructing the Acoustic Scene

The previous section introduced different ways to model room acoustics.
Most of the presented methods required a room model and surface materi-
als to simulate the acoustic scene properly, while the rest at least needed a
RIR of the acoustic environment for statistical approximation. This section
discusses acoustic scene reconstruction that can be thought as an inverse
of the above methods. Instead of solving the SRIR from the acoustic room
model, one aims at resolving the model from the SRIR.

All acoustic scene reconstruction methods need to resolve four steps
introduced in Figure 3.1. Starting from the top of the figure, the spatial
relation(s) between the sound source(s) and the receiver(s) must be resolved
to set the environmental cues to scale. To be useful in virtual applications,
the relations must also be presented in a world coordinate frame. If this is
not the case (e.g., the array is arbitarily rotated), combining the data with
real world events (such as listener movement) is not possible. In addition
to the measurement array and the world coordinate frame, the measured
environmental cues need to be decoded to acoustic reflector positions and
material approximations. The last two will then correspond to the room
geometry and materials utilized in conventional room modeling, basically
enabling simulation of virtual sound sources. As the three first steps are
closely related to resolving the acoustic scene geometry, they are discussed
together in this section. Acoustic material approximation in turn is a big
topic itself, therefore presented separately in the next section.

3.2.1 Visual and Acoustic Methods

There are both visual and acoustic methods to reconstruct the scene ge-
ometry. Visual methods use light and visual imagery (such as images,
video, and laser scanning) to generate a mesh of the surrounding environ-
ment. Acoustic methods in turn utilize sound sources and microphones to
locate reflecting surfaces. Both approaches have their own strengths and
weaknesses in generating a model suitable for acoustics rendering. This
section highlights those differences and reasons why acoustic methods are
important for acoustic scene reconstruction.

Visual methods are good at reconstructing detailed geometries. This
is because the visual sensors can sample the room simultaneously from
multiple points; in other words, each pixel in an image or a video frame
describe one point in space. On the contrary to audible sound, light can
also be focused to a point-like ray, basically allowing accurate distance
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Figure 3.1. Required steps to acoustic scene reconstruction. Starting from the top, the
steps are calibration of the measurement array geometry, establishment of the
world coordinate frame, estimation of reflector positions, and approximation
of reflector materials.

measurements with a laser. While these properties give visual methods
an upper hand in estimating scene geometries, there are also two issues
that come up with acoustic models. First, visual methods are bad at
recognizing transparent or mirror surfaces that definitely reflect sound.
Second, acoustically transparent objects such as curtains usually block
light, causing incorrect geometry for audio rendering.

Acoustic methods are not as accurate as visual ones in generating ge-
ometry. However, the generated geometries are acoustically significant;
the details that do not contribute to the sound are automatically excluded.
Moreover, the acoustically opaque and transparent materials are processed
correctly. However, resolving the room geometry from sound signals is
more challenging than by visual means. The used microphones sample
single points in space, and all sound arriving at each point contribute to
the measured one-dimensional signal. Despite this drawback, acoustic
methods are in main focus here, although an audiovisual hybrid is shortly
discussed in section 3.2.4.

3.2.2 Measurement Array Geometry Calibration

Measurement array geometry calibration aims at resolving spatial rela-
tions between individual sources and receivers. The motivation for this is
simple; if the receiver positions are known, it is possible to locate sound
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.2. Time and direction-of-arrival based measurement geometry calibration. (a)
Time based geometry calibration solves the positions from ToA-sphere in-
tersections (blue and orange curves). (b) DoA-based geometry calibration
determines locations from DoA line intersections (blue and orange lines).

events from the incoming sound signals. The topic is only briefly discussed
here due to its vastness; for a more accurate review, the reader is instructed
to consult [50].

Geometry calibration methods are based on either time or DoA based
sound event properties. In time based approach shown in Figure 3.2a,
one determines the source and receiver positions from ToAs of the sound
events (e.g., direct sounds). Each direct sound ToA can be presented as
a sphere around the corresponding sound source, determining all the
possible receiver positions around the source. Each measured source has
its own ToA sphere for each measuring receiver; in Figure 3.2a, the spheres
measured by each receiver are drawn in corresponding color. The real task
is then to find sound source positions that intersect all the ToA spheres at
definite points as accurately as possible. These intersection points then
become the receiver positions.

DoA based approach utilizes the DoA of a sound event to determine
the source-receiver geometry as shown in Figure 3.2b. In this approach,
the accurate sound source ToA is unknown, meaning that all the possible
source positions are located on a line starting from the receiver and having
a direction determined by a known DoA. The source and receiver positions
are then determined by finding receiver positions that intersect the DoA
lines with each other as accurately as possible. Here, the DoA intersection
lines determine the final sound source positions.

DoA-based approach is susceptible to measurement inaccuracies espe-
cially with large distances. This is because a small error in the detected
DoA causes a larger positional error the further the sound source is located
from the receiver. Publication II tries to minimize the receiver fit error
by employing a hybrid approach. For each receiver, the source DoAs are
utilized to resolve the approximate receiver position and direct sound ToAs.
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The ToAs are then used to create "a detected source array" that is fitted
to the known sound source positions. This way, small errors in the source
DoAs do not directly affect the receiver fit result.

3.2.3 Image Source Reversion

Image source reversion is a subcategory of acoustic geometry estimation
methods. As its name implies, these methods resolve reflector positions by
inverting image sources (section 3.1.2). Instead of resolving image sources
from known source and reflector positions, the reflector parameters are
resolved from sound source and image source positions. The first step is
therefore to find the image sources that then define the reflecting surfaces.

The main task in image source reversal is to determine which early
reflection belongs to which image source. When the correct set of early
reflections is known, locating the actual image source becomes trivial.
However, this approach requires prior knowledge about the position of
the source [51, 52], receiver [53], or both [54, 55]. The methods also
often assume the room to be convex [55, 53, 51], restrict the possible wall
orientations [54] or only consider the first arriving reflection in a room [52].
From these assumptions, different methods take different approaches.
Tervo and Tossavainen [55] utilize a known microphone array layout to
resolve the image source location from the RIRs. Dokmanić et al. [53]
in turn apply Euclidean distance matrices to find correct early reflection
pairings. Ribeiro et al. [54] fit synthetically generated reflections to the
measured data. Remaggi et al. [52] also utilized DoA to simply locate the
reflection peak in space. Moreover, they introduced combining multiple
image sources from different sound sources to a single reflector, though
no solution for grouping different image sources have been given. Finally,
Baba, Walther, and Habets [51] resolve image receivers instead by using
known loudspeaker arrays. All the above methods result in a set of planar
reflectors that can also be presented as a convex model of the measured
space.

Publication II approaches image source reversion from a different angle.
Instead of directly associating early reflection peaks between multiple
measurements, they utilize DoA and ToA to group the reflections spatially.
The grouped sound events form the image sources that then determine the
reflector planes. Publication III takes the concept even further; instead of
directly grouping the sound events, the presented method transforms all
the sound event data to a common coordinate frame. By doing this, it is
possible to also group sound events from different loudspeakers. Generally,
image sources from different sound sources do not overlap even if they
present the same wall. The presented transform effectively overlaps the
image sources, making the grouping possible. In the end, combining
multiple measurements practically allows reconstructing complex scenes,
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which has not yet been possible with the previous image source reversion
methods. However, the actual scene reconstruction has been left for future
work.

3.2.4 Other Acoustic Geometry Acquisition Methods

Of course, image source reversion is not the only way to perform acoustic
geometry reconstruction. Remaggi et al. [52] have also presented a method
to resolve the reflector positions directly from the input signal. These so-
called direct methods employ ellipsoids around the source and the receiver
that describe all the possible intersection points at given time. When
deploying multiple microphones, each reflection appears as a differently
sized ellipsoid for each microphone. An existing reflector can then be
determined as a common tangent plane to the ellipsoids of the same early
reflection.

Kim et al. [56] have also presented a method that combines acoustic
and visual means to reconstruct room geometry. They estimate the main
geometry from two 360◦ cameras and further fine-tune the main reflector
planes acoustically. Additionally, they could detect furniture from the
stereo image. The result is an airtight room model having the furniture
estimated as absorbing boxes within the scene.

Finally, it is also possible to solve all source, receiver, and reflector
positions simultaneously. Crocco, Trucco and Del Bue [57] proposed a
method that simultaneously calibrates the measurement array geometry
and resolves the reflector planes. For this, they used multiple sound
sources and microphones around the scene under reconstruction. The
model required the number of reflecting planes as an input, and the room
is assumed to be convex. Given these prior knowledge, the algorithm solves
the source, microphone, and wall positions by first calculating an initial
guess for source and receiver positions; then greedily grouping the sound
event ToAs to image sources (presented as walls); end finally fine-tuning
the whole result iteratively. Even though the result correctly solves the
relations between the three scene elements, the end result ends up being
arbitrarily rotated. Therefore, the result needs to be post-processed as
explained in the next section.

3.2.5 Determining the World Coordinate Frame

At this point, sound sources, receivers and reflectors have been located
w.r.t. each other. The results are however in a random orientation, making
the obtained room model hard to use. To properly utilize the result in
practical solutions, the orientation of the model needs to be resolved before
use. In other words, the acoustic scene needs to be presented in a called
coordinate frame known here as world coordinates.
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The scene orientation can be determined in different ways. One way
to do this is to use reference points and orientations. For instance, one
can measure three or more sound source and receiver positions in an
arbitrarily selected coordinate frame, which then explicitly define the
orientation. This approach has been taken in Publication II, where the
calibration is based on known sound source positions. Another option in
this category is to use the orientation of the receiver (e.g., located in a
head-mounted display) and define its location as the origin. Another way
to define the orientation is to fit the found scene model to the existing data,
e.g., laser scan measurements [57].

3.3 Acoustic Material Estimation

After resolving the geometry of the acoustic scene, the next step is to
estimate the acoustic properties of the walls. The estimation requires
measuring the walls acoustically, as the materials can only be guessed by
visual means. Therefore, this section focuses especially on three acoustic
approaches to determine the wall material properties: laboratory measure-
ments, in-situ measurements and SRIR based estimation.

3.3.1 Laboratory Measurements

The methods based on laboratory measurements rely on measuring the
acoustic materials in a highly controlled environment. Controlled environ-
ment allows the measurements to be replicable, allowing highly reliable
parameter estimates. Nonetheless, the measured values may still deviate
from the values that are measured on-site. This is because the wall struc-
ture also affects the acoustic properties, which in turn deviate the result
from the isolated measurement.

There are two traditional ways to measure the acoustic properties of a
material. The first way is to measure the materials in a reverberation
chamber [58]. There, one measures the room reverberation time without
and with the material under measure. The second common way is to use
impedance tube [59] where the sound arrives perpendicularly to the sur-
face of the sampled material. Reverberation chamber measurements result
in diffuse field absorption coefficients, while the impedance tube measure-
ments provide acoustic impedance at normal sound incidence. While both
methods are well-defined ways to measure the material absorption, they
do not capture directional absorption properties of the material. Currently,
there are also new yet unstandardized methods that also allow capturing
the directional properties of the material [60].

Laboratory-measured material properties are at their best in planning
and simulating acoustics. In those cases, acoustic materials can be set to
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the walls of the virtual room by hand. However, this approach is suboptimal
for acoustic scene reconstruction as it adds manual labor to the workflow.
Of course, the materials could be assigned to the reflectors by their visual
appearance, but even some common acoustic structures (such as perforated
walls) are hard to define solely by their appearance.

3.3.2 In-situ Measurements

In-situ measurements are a collection of methods that determine the
acoustic material properties from an existing surface structure. To do this,
most of the methods rely either on specific test sounds and signal processing
or on resolving the acoustic field near the sample [61]. The measurements
can utilize pressure and/or particle velocity, and the excitation signal can
range from a specific test sound from a loudspeaker to ambient sound of
the environment. Anyway, the reader is instructed to inspect [61] for a
more detailed discussion.

From the acoustic reconstruction point of view, the downside of in-situ
measurements is that each wall must be measured separately. This in-
creases the amount of work during the room measurements, making the
method impractical in modeling complex environments. Nevertheless, the
method can be used to reconstruct acoustic scenes when accurate wall
material properties are essential for the acoustic simulation.

3.3.3 Spatial Room Impulse Response Based Estimation

The third way to determine the wall materials is to approximate the
properties from the SRIR of the acoustic scene. In this method, the material
properties are isolated from the early reflections of the RIR. The obtained
material filters are then assigned to the reflectors based on their DoA. This
approach automates the material assignment without extra measurements,
making it the least laborious of the three presented approaches to perform.

However light in workload, the method is also the least accurate of
the three approaches. The extracted material filters not only include
the specular material properties of the reflection, but also the diffuse
reflections of the room and the directivity of the sound source. Furthermore,
extracting single reflections may easily contain other early reflections later
in time, further coloring the material filters. Finally, the filter properties
are affected by the angle the sound is reflected from the surface, reducing
the generality of a single measurement.

There are also proposed solutions to tackle some of the challenges. Arend
et al. [62] created material filters by removing the direct sound IR of the
loudspeaker from the response. While this compensates for the largest
magnitude differences in the loudspeaker IR, it does not take the loud-
speaker directivity into account. For this reason, some frequencies are
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either over- or undercompensated in delay and amplitude. In addition to
loudspeaker compensation, the authors also combined three windows of
different lengths to reduce the coloration of subsequent early reflections.
Publication IV also proposes utilizing multiple perspectives to remove sub-
sequent early reflections and model acoustic material directivity, though
the implementations were left for future work.

3.4 Alternatives to Acoustic Scene Reconstruction

The above sections have discussed means to faithfully reconstruct an exist-
ing acoustic scene from a set of measured SRIRs. These methods can be
thought as an analogy to wave and ray-based simulation that have similar
goal of authenticity. This section focuses on the third possible approach on
spatial sound. Instead of solving the room geometry, this approach aims
at only creating a plausibly sounding outcome. This philosophy loosely
relates to statistical methods that, instead of accurately simulating the
room, only aim at statistically correct outcome. For this similarity, let us
call this category as statistical scene reconstruction methods.

One approach in statistical reconstruction is to create spatial output from
omnidirectional RIRs. This approach has been introduced by Pörschmann,
Stade, and Arend [63]. They divided the RIR into direct sound, early
reflections, and late reverberation. Then, early reflections were associated
with arbitrarily selected DoAs or image sources generated for an existing
shoebox model. Finally, the modified RIR was spatialized by convolving
the DoA-associated early reflections with corresponding HRTFs. Arend
et al. [62] further enhanced the method by introducing approximated
material filters and a possibility to assign DoAs from an existing reflection
pattern (such as SDM DoA vector).

The category also includes methods that aim at making a simple simula-
tion to sound more like a measured room. Publication V implements this
by applying a coloration filter measured from a real room to a simple image
source room simulation. According to the listening test, this approach
transforms the simulated RIR towards the RIR used for the filter.
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4. Auralization of Spatial Room Impulse
Responses

One important property in SRIRs is the ability to present the surrounding
sound field independent from the playback setup. This is not the case with
the more conventional channel-based audio, which stores the recorded
sound as it is played from the loudspeakers. For instance, a 5.1 surround
sound stores audio in six loudspeaker-dedicated channels. If this audio
system were to be used for spatial content, everything would work as
expected as long as all the loudspeakers were located as in the standard.
Frankly, this is not the case in most home setups; more often than not, the
loudspeakers are located wherever they fit in, sometimes even next to each
other in front of the listener. As SRIRs do not specify the output setup,
they can adjust for each playback setup independently. This flexibility also
allows other approaches to auralizing sound, including binaural and 6DoF
rendering.

This chapter discusses how the acoustic scene is auralized. The topic
is divided into a conventional SRIR auralization in 3DoF and more con-
temporary acoustic scene rendering in 6DoF. Additional focus is given to
the SDM-based auralization, as the method has been in a central part in
the publications. The introduced methods also relate to the publications
in various levels. Conventional SRIR auralization is used in the listen-
ing tests of Publication I, while the 6DoF rendering would be the main
approach for Publication II and Publication III. The last two publications,
namely Publication IV and Publication V, have been tested with a static
headphone auralization. Nevertheless, these two contributions utilize very
similar techniques as presented here, making the presented auralization
methods relevant to all publications.

4.1 Spatial Room Impulse Response Auralization

SRIR auralization aims at rendering the measured acoustic path to the
target output setup. The targeted output can be either a loudspeaker setup
or headphones and either static or dynamic w.r.t. listener movements. Even
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though all SRIR representations (section 2.2.2) are auralized differently,
all of them are essentially very similar to each other. All the methods are
convolution algorithms [40], meaning that a dry sound signal is convolved
with channel-specific IRs to generate the output signals. The differences
only arise in places where those IRs are composed from the SRIR data.

This section describes different auralization methods and general guide-
lines on how to generate the output IRs for them. The process is described
for a physical loudspeaker setup, a virtual loudspeaker setup, and syn-
thetized BRIRs. As an example, the output IR generation is described for
SDM in detail, while other SRIR methods mentioned in section 2.2.2 are
summarized shortly.

4.1.1 Physical Loudspeaker Output

From the three presented alternatives, physical loudspeaker output is the
least complex. Basically, the SRIR of the acoustic space is distributed
between known loudspeaker positions and the obtained output IRs are
then convolved with the output signal. The approach allows rendering
the output signal offline, meaning that there is no need for real-time
processing.

Generally, output IR processing requires to handle three kinds of inputs:
DoA estimates, Ambisonics (including HOA), and diffuse reverberation.
DoA estimates are point-like direction vectors for the incoming sound, and
they can be divided into output IRs with vector base amplitude panning
(VBAP) [64], nearest loudspeaker synthesis (NLS) [65], and, in case the
position of the sound event is known instead of a simple DoA, wave field
synthesis (WFS) [66]. In turn, Ambisonics can be rendered to a known
loudspeaker setup by weighting the different Ambisonics channels based
on different decoding schemes (e.g. [67, 68]). Finally, diffuse reverberation
is decorrelated and distributed to all loudspeaker channels to create even
sound field while avoiding comb filter effects [69].

In contrary to headphone-generated sound, physical loudspeaker setup
also needs to compensate for the time of flight of the sound. The loud-
speakers may have been placed at different distances from the listener
position, causing the sound signal to reach the listener at different times.
The solution for this is to delay the signals of the loudspeakers that are
closer to the listener. This way, the sound from different channels arrive at
the listener synchronously.

4.1.2 Virtual Loudspeaker Output

Virtual loudspeaker output is very similar to the physical version described
above. Similarly, the SRIR is distributed to pre-defined loudspeaker chan-
nels, each channel having its own position in space. However, as its name
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suggests, virtual loudspeaker layout does not utilize any real loudspeakers.
Instead, the channel positions are virtually positioned around the listener
by applying HRTFs (section 2.1.4).

Virtual loudspeakers also have differences to the physical setup. First,
there is no need to compensate for the time of flight as all channels use the
same transducers to produce the sound. Second, the virtual loudspeakers
can be positioned freely in space, allowing content-optimized virtual arrays
as suggested in Publication I. As a downside, virtual loudspeaker array
needs to track the listener in real-time during playback. This is because
the HRTFs need to be selected depending on the listener’s head orientation
for each time instant separately. Virtual loudspeaker output is most
conventionally played back with headphones, while there are also other
alternatives such as crosstalk cancelled loudspeaker arrays [70].

4.1.3 Synthesized Binaural Room Impulse Response Output

Virtual loudspeaker output can be seen as a quantization of known DoAs.
When the number of virtual loudspeakers is increased, also the directional
fidelity grows. The ultimate solution would then be to present each DoA
with its own speaker, which ultimately distils down to synthesizing BRIR
of the acoustic space.

Synthesized BRIR output selects a HRTF for each known DoA and accu-
mulates them to a single vector. The result is obtained for a single listener
orientation, meaning that the BRIRs need to be synthesized for multiple
rotations. When done, one can dynamically switch between different BRIR
filters during playback.

However accurate, a downside of this method is its large memory con-
sumption. As this method basically generates two RIRs per orientation
(one for each ear), generating BRIRs for a dense grid of DoAs, e.g., 838
positions [18], easily increases the memory consumption prohibitively. To
tackle this problem, the BRIRs can be split to early and late parts and
then rendering the early part dynamically and late part statically [10, 71].

4.1.4 Spatial Decomposition Method Specific Auralization

Similar to the analysis, SDM auralization is simple compared to other
SRIR formats. When processing channel-based audio, SDM usually applies
NLS procedure. In NLS, each sound sample is assigned to the loudspeaker
closest to the corresponding DoA.

Although this way ensures the samples are not lowpass-filtered percep-
tually [72], abruptly changing DoA vector may cause the reflections to
split between two or more loudspeakers. This phenomenon tends to occur
especially at the late part of the response where the reflection density is
high, which makes the DoA vector more unstable. This so-called reflection
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splitting causes spectral whitening especially in small spaces. The spec-
tral whitening can be treated by post-processing the output channels [65].
There are also other proposed treatments for the phenomenon such as me-
dian filtering the DoA vector [8] or, as proposed in Publication I, optimizing
the virtual loudspeaker positions.

4.1.5 Auralizing Other Spatial Room Impulse Response Formats

As already stated before, output IR processing differs between SRIR for-
mats (section 2.2.2), though the differences are not often large. The next
closest method to the SDM is ASDM [8]. Its authors have presented two
output BRIR generation methods. Apart from Ambisonics input and output,
the first method is basically identical to the one above. The second method
in turn upmixes the Ambisonics signal to HOA based on the obtained DoA
vector. The next closest SRIR format is SIRR [5, 32] with few differing
aspects. First, the DoA vectors assigns sound energy to output channels
both in time and in frequency bands; second, the energy is distributed to
the output array by using VBAP instead of NLS; and third, SIRR has a
separate diffuse channel, which is first decorrelated and then accumulated
to all output channels. On top of SIRR processing, HO-SIRR [4] introduces
separately analyzed sectors. Each sector is reproduced like SIRR, only
that the result is weighted to only affect the reproduction channels in that
particular direction.

RSAO [6] has the most different rendering approach from the presented
SRIR formats. Instead of assigning sound energy on sample level, direct
sound and early reflections are separately spatialized. Additionally, late
reverberation is processed separately as a collection of LPC filters. While
the sound is distributed to the output array similarly as with the other
formats, RSAO also resembles the 6DoF auralization pipeline presented in
the following section.

4.2 Auralization in Six Degrees of Freedom

The auralization pipeline in the previous section described how the SRIR
can be rendered in 3DoF. Even though virtual loudspeaker and virtual
BRIR outputs already presented dynamic rendering, it is not enough to
only track listener orientation when rendering for 6DoF. This is because
the ability to move in the scene also changes the ToAs of early reflections,
for which a simple head-tracking does not suffice.

A general 6DoF auralization pipeline is depicted in Figure 4.1. The
pipeline consists of three distinct steps. In the first step, the acoustic scene
is modeled in order to obtain the ToAs, DoAs, and visibilities of the direct
sound and early reflections as well as reverberation parameters for late or
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diffuse reverberation. The second step processes the dry input sound signal
according to the obtained ToAs and reverberation parameters, whereas
the third step renders the output sound based on listener orientation and
source DoAs and visibilities. The 6DoF pipeline is detailed in the following
sections for reconstructed acoustic scenes, although the very same pipeline
would also work for any real-time virtual acoustics auralization.

Figure 4.1. A conventional spatial sound rendering system for six degrees of freedom.
Input parameters (blue circles) and the input signal (orange hexagon) are are
processed in three stages (scene modeling, input signal processing, output
signal rendering) to obtain dynamic sound output.

4.2.1 Scene Modeling

Scene modeling step reconstructs the acoustic path between the sound
source and the listener. The reconstruction is based on the given acoustic
scene geometry, which can be an actual room model, a set of image sources,
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or even a set of precomputed points in a volume. The acoustic path is then
resolved as delays between the sound source, its image sources, and the
listener. Additionally, the room model can provide acoustic path specific
reverberation parameters that determine the late or diffuse reverberation
properties of the modeled scene.

The acoustic scene may also contain obstructions that block the sound
path between the source and the listener. For instance, the obstructions
can be other walls in the acoustic space or, in case of an MR rendering,
objects that are not even modeled in the scene geometry. Scene modeling
step also needs to resolve these obstacles and flag the hidden sound sources
and image sources for further processing in the output signal rendering
step.

4.2.2 Input Signal Processing

Input signal processing is similar to many real-time reverberation algo-
rithms [73, 6]. The input signal is first written to a ring buffer. The buffer
is then read by sound event buffers that correspond to the direct sounds
and early reflections of simulated sound events. All sound events are then
attenuated by its distance to the listener and filtered by a corresponding air
absorption filter. Each early reflection also applies a corresponding mate-
rial filter (section 3.3). The filtered direct sound and early reflection audio
are finally passed as sound event streams to the output rendering stage.
Simultaneously, the input buffer is read by reverberation engine generat-
ing the late (or diffuse) part of the SRIR henceforth called as reverberation
stream.

The sound event buffers read the input buffers based on the ToAs ob-
tained from the simulation step. To smoothly interpolate between moving
sound events, the reading must operate at split-delay accuracy [74]. This
way, moving listener does not cause discontinuities to the read sound event,
which would be heard as glitches in the output sound. This operation is
described more accurately in [73].

Late or diffuse reverberation can be reproduced in several ways. These
ways include measured (as in Publication I) or simulated filters [75],
FDNs [73, 76], and precalculated frequency band parameters [6]. Whichever
the approach, the reverberator does not necessarily need to compensate for
the listener movement if the reverberation is independent of the listener
position. Finally, the sufficiently delayed and processed output is passed as
a reverberation stream to the output signal rendering step described next.

4.2.3 Output Signal rendering

The output signal is rendered as it would be in 3DoF. Sound event streams
are convolved with HRTFs selected based on the corresponding DoAs and
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listener orientation, and reverberation is decorrelated and accumulated to
all output streams.

The differences lie in how the different outputs are rendered. Only the
visible paths are included in the output rendering, whereas the obscured
ones are either excluded completely or lowpass-filtered to simulate diffrac-
tion. If no pinpoint accuracy is needed for the sound events, they can
also be translated to HOA, which further reduces the required processing
power.
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5. Contributions

Publication I
Optimization of Virtual Loudspeakers for Spatial Room Acoustics
Reproduction with Headphones

Originally, the SDM has only been used in listening rooms. Those rooms
usually have a large number of loudspeakers precisely positioned around
the listener, which is usually the most inconvenient in any other listen-
ing environment, e.g., a home theater. Moreover, the SDM renderings
also encounter a reflection splitting problem that often gets worse the
more loudspeakers are utilized in the reproduction system. Upon intro-
ducing headphones, both issues can be addressed by positioning virtual
loudspeakers based on the reproduced content.

Publication I presents a method that creates an optimized virtual loud-
speaker array for given SDM-format SRIR. The method optimizes the
positions by presenting each sample as a point in space around the listener.
The positions are found with weighted k-means where each sample is
weighted based on four criteria: sample energy, sample delay, DoA gra-
dient and general energy direction. The method was validated with an
ABX listening test in 3DoF by comparing optimized and conventional loud-
speaker array setups. The test included two acoustic spaces (a small room
and a concert hall), each having their own test signal (pop music song and
classical music). The results showed that optimized loudspeaker positions
clearly enhanced the reproduction quality in the small room case, while
the differences between the setups were hard to distinguish in the concert
hall case.
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Publication II
Locating Image Sources from Multiple Spatial Room Impulse
Responses

The SRIR formats such as the SDM can reproduce single positions of an
acoustic environment authentically. However, the listener is fixed to that
particular position, not being able to move within the scene. Similarly,
SRIRs can be utilized to analyze acoustic environments, yet measurements
from multiple receiver positions are not combined. If the measurements
could be combined, the listener would be able to move within the mea-
sured acoustic scene. Furthermore, combined measurements could reveal
acoustic properties in complex spaces that have been left unnoticed before.

Publication II introduces a method that takes multiple SRIR measure-
ments and locates image sources from them. In short, the measure-
ments are aligned to a common coordinate frame and then clustered with
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN)
algorithm [77]. Additionally, the found image sources are presented as
3-variate Gaussian distributions, being a new way to present measure-
ment uncertainty of such objects. The algorithm was validated with three
different acoustic spaces: a rectangular room (shown in Figure 5.1), a
shoebox-shaped concert hall, and a complex vineyard-shaped concert hall.
The algorithm was able to locate prominent image sources in all of them.
In one of the halls, the algorithm was also able to locate a prominent
reflection from a balcony that was not noticed in the previous studies.

Figure 5.1. Found image sources for the rectangular room. Adopted from Publication II.
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Publication III
Common Image Source Search from Multiple Sound Source
Measurements

Although an improvement to conventional SRIRs in itself, Publication
II locates image sources for each sound source separately. While this
allows listener movement in 6DoF, sound sources are still bound to their
original positions. Furthermore, a lot of measurement data goes to a
waste as the data can only be combined within each sound source dataset.
It is also unknown how the found image sources relate to each other,
preventing proper updates on their positions. And finally, combining
multiple sources and receivers can theoretically allow to reconstruct even
concave geometries, thus resolving the most common restriction of image
source reversion algorithms.

Publication III extends the algorithm presented in Publication II by
introducing a method to combine data from multiple sound sources. The
main point is to transform the detected early reflections to a common
coordinate frame. After the transform, the data can be clustered to find
so-called common image sources, i.e., image sources that are shared by
multiple sound sources. Furthermore, the algorithm reconstructs an image
source tree from the found common image sources. The revised method was
evaluated with two room datasets, one being a simple rectangular-shaped
room and the other a concavely-shaped coffee room shown in Figure ??.
The method was able to detect more image sources than the previous
version, and the tree reconstruction was also successful for most image
sources.
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Publication IV
Sound Rendering with Early Reflections Extracted from a Measured
Spatial Room Impulse Response

Acoustic scene reconstruction needs to assign acoustic materials to the
surfaces of the found geometry. However, the materials need to be assigned
manually when using conventional approaches. While this would be ac-
ceptable with simple scenes, more complex spaces would be too laborious
to reconstruct without proper automation.

To circumvent the manual work, Publication IV investigates approximat-
ing acoustic materials from the measured SRIR. The presented method
replaces material filters with so-called early reflection filters. In short, the
algorithm detects early reflections from the SRIR and extracts the filters
by using an asymmetric extraction window (see Figure 5.2). The method
performance was evaluated in a multiple stimulus test with a hidden refer-
ence and anchor (MUSHRA) with statically rendered sound samples. The
listening test subjects ranked SRIRs that were composed of extracted early
reflection filters of different lengths. The test found complex interactions
between the used room, sound stimulus and signal tail, therefore not being
able to pinpoint a single optimal filter length. However, it was discovered
that the early reflection filter needs to be longer than 2 ms for optimal
performance.
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Figure 5.2. Early reflection extraction windows of various lengths. Adopted from Publica-
tion IV. © 2021 IEEE
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Contributions

Publication V
An Acoustic Paintbrush Method for Simulated Spatial Room Impulse
Responses

Performance of the sound rendering system is very important when simu-
lating a room for VR. However, simulating a full-sized acoustic space often
requires a lot of computational resources. Also, a full-fledged simulation
provides a level of detail that might become unnecessary especially when
output aims at sounding plausible for the surrounding virtual environ-
ment.

Publication V presents a method that aims at making a simple simulated
SRIR to sound like a given measured RIR. This is obtained by processing
the simulation result with a special coloration filter. Different implemen-
tations of the coloration filter were evaluated with a multiple stimulus
test. All the filter implementations did transform the processed SRIRs
away from the original simulated SRIR, although the perceived effect was
affected by the input stimuli and simulated and recorded RIRs.
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6. Conclusions

This thesis has presented five studies related to reproducing acoustic envi-
ronments from measured spatial room impulse responses (SRIR). Publica-
tion I enhanced the accuracy and effectiveness of three-degrees-of-freedom
rendering by optimizing virtual loudspeaker positions for binaural repro-
duction. Publication II and Publication III focused on reconstruction the
acoustic scene geometry from multiple SRIR measurements, while Publi-
cation IV investigated a possibility to replace material filters with early
reflection filters extracted from the same measurements. Finally, Publi-
cation V introduced a method to create a coloration filter that enhances
a simple room simulation to sound more like a selected room measure-
ment. To summarize, all the contributions provide new tools for processing
SRIR-based spatial sound.

As the contributions have spread on several topics, there are also many
paths the future research could take.

• Publication I was able to reduce the number of virtual loudspeakers, yet
it could not determine the minimum number of channels for authentic
reproduction. A solution for this could lie in reproducing directions-
of-arrival (DoA) of early reflections correctly. Furthermore, it is also
unknown how accurately the (possibly anisotropic) diffuse reverberation
needs to be reproduced.

• While Publication II and Publication III were able to find reflectors
even for complex rooms, they still did not resolve any image source
visibilities. The visibilities could be resolved to some degree by examining
the acoustic paths contributing to each image source. If the corresponding
peak in the SRIR is missing, the acoustic path between the sound source
and the receiver is probably blocked. When the visibilities have been
resolved, one could proceed to build a complete six-degrees-of-freedom
rendering system based on the proposed approach.

• Publication IV provided promising results with static rendering. Next,
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the approach should be tested on dynamic conditions or at least compared
against a different acoustic path of the same acoustic environment. If
wanted to go even further, one could also investigate if multiple measure-
ments could be combined to reconstruct an angle-dependent reflection
filter of the wall material.

• Similarly, Publication V needs to be tested in a dynamic rendering en-
vironment. Another path for the topic could utilize the DoAs of the
measured acoustic environment to perform a direction-aware manipula-
tion of the simulated SRIR.
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Errata

Publication I

j1 Due to differences in the coordinate frame
handedness, the HRTF dataset was found to
have been mirrored in front-back direction. This
caused an audible dip in front of the listener,
which has also been reported by the subjects in
the article.
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